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Friends of Bonou Annual Report 2007
Welcome to the first annual report of the Friends of Bonou. We hope you
enjoy reading about our activities and exciting developments during 2007
– a year when we saw the opening of the Girls Training Centre in Bonou
and our first cohort of girls benefiting from the training opportunities
offered there. In 2008 we will greatly extend our financial aid for the
Benin projects through the kind support of Kennington Overseas Aid.
Thanks to all our members for their generous and continuing support and
we look forward to continuing to work with you for the benefit of the
young people and villagers of Bonou and the school students of Dangbo.

Members of the committee and trustees of the Friends of Bonou:
Peter Devlin
Laurence Lalanne-Devlin
Caro Fickling
Julia Kent
Barbara Coyne
Patsy Townsend
Mark Bale

Charity Number: 1104876
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President’s Letter
By Peter Devlin
In Bonou we start from the principle that local people know best. The
villagers want what we all want, namely health and education. The council
of elders told us they wanted a centre to educate girls in basic skills, a
small maternity unit, a well stocked pharmacy and basic text books in the
local primary schools. Through fund-raising we are helping them to realise
these goals quicker than might otherwise have been the case and I am
confident that the development we put into practice in Benin is real
sustainable development
“Development” is synonymous to many people with giving money: rich
westerners giving money to poor, passive hungry “victims” in Africa.
Money IS important, especially when one realises that Africa is a net
exporter of money to the North, receiving less in aid each year than it
makes in debt repayment but the Africa we know is different and
development for us is about partnerships: in the process of visiting Benin,
talking to local people and exchanging stories and experiences we learn
from each other and discover that we are all part of “the common
republic of humanity.”

We have seen the richness of life in Benin: the sense of family, social
solidarity, respect for the old, an ability at village level to resolve
conflict, music and dance as a spontaneous communal expression of
emotion, an attachment to the land and rhythms of life dictated by the
seasons and the bonds of extended family. In short a rich life that would
be totally familiar to our great grandparents and that we have lost.
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On the other hand, the villagers in Bonou have learned that we do not
have endless money and that we have to work very hard to fund raise (the
concept of a car boot sale is hard to explain in Africa!) but also that
financial accountability and rigour is paramount for us … and for them.
They are unaware of the rich experience they offer us but see that we
are genuinely interested in them and that we want to be involved in their
lives. A mutual exchange of newsletters has been great fun as well as
though provoking and interesting. We have made a commitment that we
wish to keep.
The challenge for Africans is to develop while retaining their social and
cultural richness. There is much to do and the challenge for small
charities like ours is to scale up the small islands of success we have
helped to create because what happens in Africa affects us all. As John
Donne wrote: “No man is an island entire of itself… every man’s death
diminishes me…”
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General Secretary’s Report
By Laurence Lalanne
A lot of General Secretaries’ reports start with the sentence, “it has
been a momentous year for us…” . I therefore wanted to avoid it but I
cannot really as 2007 has been a very momentous and memorable year
indeed!
There was first the trip to Benin for 4 of us, all committee members, 2
of whom had never been to West Africa before, never mind to Benin! The
trip was officially to participate in the inauguration ceremony of the
Vocational Training Centre for Girls that we financed over the last 3
years in Bonou. But rest assured the trip was not all work and no play: We
visited museums and slavery memorials, attended the “formal” big funeral
ceremonies of our friend Dominique’s father in law (who died 15 months
ago!), a joyful three-day celebration of his life with dance, music and
feast, spent two days at a beach resort, shopped till we dropped, ate
(bush) rat-meat, met a traditional king, saw voodoo temples, visited an
organic farming Training Centre created by a Catholic priest of great
vision … and laughed a lot ! But the inauguration ceremony was itself
already something to write home about with a thousand people or so
singing, dancing and drumming, official speeches and the presence of
important local authorities and the national TV. But in fact it was above
all the opportunity for us all to experience first-hand what African village
life is really all about, to talk to our partners and to see what difference
our hard work here makes to the life of our many far-away friends in a
little village in Africa. This is globalisation as it should be!
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And then, almost as we stepped out of the plane, our heads still full of
the colours, impressions, smells and laughs of Benin, we had the wonderful
surprise of winning the bid we had placed 3 months earlier with KOA (the
Kennington Overseas Aid charity) for an educational project in Dangbo, a
biggish village next to Bonou where our friend Dominique, our contact in
Benin, was born. Kennington is an extremely dynamic village situated a few
miles from Oxford which has been raising money since 1969, through
various community activities organised every summer (Village Fete, silent
auction, family fun run, garden party, kids concert, cabaret night, summer
charity shop etc) in favour of a different project every year in the
developing world. They raise about £ 20,000 a year and this year, it will
go to the project we submitted for Dangbo in order to improve
educational opportunities of the 56 primary schools and of the Lycée
(Secondary School). We were able to participate in quite a few events
organised by the KOA Committee during the summer and help a little bit
in their fund raising activities like manning a stall at the Fete or
participate in the Family Fun Run. In early September, Dominique came to
England for a friendly visit and to work with us on next year activities and
he talked to KOA “activists”, shared a meal and thanked them for all their
work which will benefit his village next year.

An important event here for the committee was the “reflection and
planning day” we had on a freezing Sunday in March in Wiltshire
facilitated by Nick Maurice, the Director of UKOWLA (UK One World
Linking Association). The goal of the day was to evaluate the first three
years of our charity, to look at our strengths and weaknesses, to think
about where we want to be in 3/5 year time and what we need to do to
get there. It was a very useful day and we have been digesting all the
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discussions and action points ever since and trying to act on it! One of
these action points was to start writing an Annual Report!

It is also during this year that our new web site (www.friendsofbonou.org)
went live. It is still in a state of flux and still needs quite a lot of
tweaking but it gives a good idea of what we do, how we started, what we
are all about and the fact that we are volunteers and friends trying to
build a bridge across different continents and different cultures.
In Bonou this year the main event was the beginning of the actual training
activities in the “Sonagnon Centre for girls”. “Sonagnon” in the local Fon
language means “Tomorrow will be good” which we all hope is a good omen
as the Centre opened on March 8th, International Women’s Day. I was
able in early July to see for myself that the Centre is thriving: “our” 21
girls are obviously happy in their new environment, they look healthy, at
ease and neat in their crisp uniforms and it was really very moving to see
how they have already gained in self-confidence and assurance. Their full
training will take 3 years: the first year will be the common core to
acquire basic skills in sewing, hairdressing and food transformation +
nutrition, basic French, health education and basic accounting. Then in the
last two years, some of the girls will be able to specialise in one of the 3
main activities, sewing, hairdressing and food transformation.
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Not all girls will stay on for the 3 years so it is important that they gain
different skills outside the basics in hairdressing, sewing and food
transformation and it has been decided that some activities will be added
to the first year: soap making, tie-and-dye, macramé bags and a few
others. The sale of the gari (a delicacy of the whole costal region of
West Africa based on cassava flour) already produced by the girls has
yielded some (small) revenue for the Centre, a fact which is well in line
with our goal to withdraw in three year-time or so and to pass on the
responsibility of the Centre to the local and national authorities.

As it is customary to have a forward looking perspective in an Annual
Report, I can safely say that 2008 will bring exciting developments with
the Dangbo Educational Project coming to fruition thanks to the KOA
money that we have received in November. But 2008 will also bring its
share of challenges of course: One of them is the financing of a purpose
built boarding block for the girls. It has always been on the cards that we
would need at some point to envisage financing this but the parents were
adamant that from the start, the Sonagnon Centre had to be a boarding
institution, firstly for the safety of the girls (Nigeria with its real
dangers and its “wicked” attractions is only 30 miles away) but also
because boarding creates an important bond, outside the extended
family, between the girls themselves and with the staff and the village
community and encourages independence, self reliance and selfconfidence. Those are qualities that girls of such a relatively poor level of
education, don’t often have the opportunity to acquire and boarding
becomes a real educational tool. At the moment the 21 girls are sleeping
in one of the 4 little “pavilions” that constitute the Centre but as it is not
purpose-built, they have to pack everything away, fold their sleeping mats
(there is no space for beds) and store the lot every morning in one of the
little rooms. It is not satisfactory and can only be temporary. Besides, in
March 2008, a new influx of girls will come in while the present group will
start their second year and they have nowhere to be lodged. The present
level of our finances does not permit yet another big capital expenditure
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as we have to pay the salaries of the staff, purchase quite a lot of
equipment still and shoulder the running costs of the Centre. What the
village need is a 3 module “complex” . According to a first rough estimate,
we will need to raise between £40.000 and £50.000. In view of this, we
are going to apply to several Trusts and are keeping our fingers crossed…
We also hope to recruit more members in 2008, to spread the word that
there is hope for Africa and that it is not all despair, wars, famine and
Aids and that, quietly and far from the maddening crowds, a lot of
ordinary African people get on with life, work hard and try to build a
better future for their children on their own … but may be a bit sooner
with our help.
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First Visit to Bonou
by Caro Fickling
Just five days in Bénin and now for the big day: We are off to attend the
inauguration of the girls’ Training Centre. We set out early as we have to
pick up Gabin, a member of Dominique’s Follow-up team, a tall charming man
who speaks English with a hard-to-define accent but a lot better than my
“small-small” French. Once off the metalled road the ride becomes very
bumpy indeed and because of the Harmattan, a northerly wind that marks
the beginning of the dry season and carries dust particles from the Sahara,
making the sky turn grey-brown and covering everything with a film of rusty
muddy colour, we have a hazy view of the changing landscape from the city
to the gently rolling red earth roads and lush vegetation. Laurence assures
us that on a clear day the views are stunning. Patsy and I feel it is pretty
spectacular all the same.

After two hours hard driving we arrive in Bonou at 10.30am to see a large
welcoming banner announcing the Inauguration in huge bold letters. After
much hanging around (very much part of life in Africa, I discovered…) some
conferring and speech-checking we set off on the narrow dusty road leading
to the Centre before being brought to standstill by the growing crowds.
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As we climb out of the car we are immediately overcome by noise,
excitement, colour and three zangbeto (Village guardians, voodoo characters
made of heavy straw and reminding me of ‘It’ in the Adams family). It is
extraordinary and totally exhilarating to be caught up in the crowd of
smiling faces and noise. The sound of the drums, clapping and singing sweep
us along at such a speed that we are almost running and then quite
surprised to find ourselves directed to a freshly built green palm canopy on
velvet and wooden armchairs at one end of an open space surrounded by
even more people.

To one side is a collection of women bedecked in a riot of colours, deep
pink, green, red, purple, blue, all bright but harmonious and energising in
their exuberance. They are singing and making music and swaying. We are
shepherded to the chairs, given the “water of welcome” offered to each of
us in turn and we have to tip a little to the ground to honour the ancestors.
The zangbeto begin their show of illusion overseen by a tall elegant man
with cowrie shells at his neck and a spirit woman who moves with a graceful
power. One of the zangbeto, its straw stained with pink, amidst much
swirling and shaking reveals a tortoise, then a white bird and finally a hawk,
the latter two stained with the same pink, the vivid colour giving them a
fantastical air.
Finally the ceremony begins led by Emile, one of the elders of the village
who steps up to the microphone to start proceedings as the Préfet (the
highest civil servant in the province representing the Minister) has finally
arrived with her retinue… After various officials, it is the turn of Peter,
the President of FOB to speak, which he does in English, translated by
Dominique into Fon, the local low-toned language sounding rhythmic to me.
Finally the Préfet speaks. She turns out to be a rather impressive woman
with a lovely manner and a strong presence. She tells the crowd that she
had been charged by the minister to emphasise the importance of education
for girls and reiterates the government’s promise to aim for free

education for all.
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Now it is time to open both the centres and to cut the yellow and green
ribbons before walking around the lovely pink and blue buildings laid out
around a central “paillotte”. Again we are moving quickly and are soon at the
new health centre where another ribbon red this time is cut. Laurence,
Patsy and myself, we detour round the old Health Centre building, now a
rather dark maternity centre where two of the proud young mothers
introduce us to their contented new babies, 1 and 3 days old. We miss the
Préfet dancing with Peter but luckily that has been captured on film!
After a feast of mutton, tomato, chilli and rice, we are taken back to the
Centre to a meeting with the village elders under the palm shelter before
the light fails and the evening falls. We sit in the easy chairs with the sun
getting lower in the sky, so aware of this unique privilege, listening to the
elders… Too soon we realise that sadly it is time to go … But first we are
taken round the original heart of the village with mud huts, pretty and
dusty and very basic but with a strong sense of community, sited by the
beautiful Ouémé River. Like everywhere else in Benin, the children follow us
around in a great gang of laughing excitement: “Yovo, Yovo, Bonjour”.

Darkness had fallen by the time we joined the main road to Porto Novo
and on to Cotonou, but this unforgettable day will stay with me for ever.
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Visits to the schools in Dangbo
By Patsy Townsend
The students and staff of Dangbo Lycée fêted us with a wonderful
welcome: students lining the road into the school, with drums and dancing …
They led us to an area beyond the school buildings to the field where under
the trees they performed dances and role-plays for our benefit, surrounded
by hundreds of staff and students. The purpose of our visit was to present
football kit to the school in the hope that this is only the beginning of an
ongoing relationship and friendship; we are hoping this will lead to a full and
two-way school link with a secondary school in Oxfordshire and the building
of a new library. Dangbo Lycée has 2600 students from a wide catchment
area including Bonou, the students are taught in classes of 70-80;
commitment to education is high but resources and infrastructure –
particularly buildings – are poor.

The celebration began with a group of six students – 3 girls and 3 boys performing a colourful and expressive dance accompanied by drums and
singing. This was followed by an amusing role-play by members of the
football team on the theme of the need to have both talent and good
equipment to make a successful team. The humour and laughter was
infectious and thoroughly enjoyed by all.
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The formal business then followed with the presentation of the equipment
preceded by the inevitable speeches of welcome and thanks from the
Director of the school, the mayor of Dangbo and then Laurence on behalf
of the Friends of Bonou. The kit was very gratefully received by the team
and following the presentations we were offered drinks and croissants from
the staff. A female teacher approached us to let us know that she planned
to set up a girl’s football team in the near future – a note for FOB to
remember to fund their equipment in due course!!! We left the school again
accompanied by drums, warm greetings and friendly faces and with
increased determination to improve our link with Dangbo Lycée.

The purpose of our visit to the Primary School in Mitro was to donate
textbooks to each child – the 2 basic texts of French and Maths. Again the
welcome was unbelievable; the children singing a welcome song ‘Bonne
arrivée’ at the tops of their voices during the whole duration of our walk
down to the school and while we were unloading the books and assembling.
We gathered under a huge mango tree for the presentation of the books,
speeches and welcome and thanks from the parent/teacher association. One
little girl, Jacqueline, gasped as she was told about the books and bravely
spoke up in front of the crowd to say she was thrilled because her parents
would not have been able to afford to buy the books.
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We left Mitro school with the sun setting and the sound of the children’s
singing echoing in our ears – it was such a moving and memorable day and it
was a privilege to be part of it; the more FOB can do to help schools like
Mitro achieve their school motto of “study, enjoy and succeed” the better!
There is very little that is more important than giving each child the best
educational start that is possible – we had a real sense that these families
and children will make the very most of every opportunity that is given to
them. If FOB can enhance those opportunities still further we will have
made an even greater impact than we have thus far.
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Treasurer’s report
By Mark Bale
Funds are raised by regular and occasional gifts from supporters in and
around Oxford and further afield; in addition, funds are raised from
social events held to raise awareness of the Friends of Bonou, and from
the sale at various open-air markets, of necklaces made from beads
bought in Benin and of padded bags in African material of all forms and
shapes. In May 2007, a fashion show was held at Oxford High School,
which raised £979. Bead sales so far this year have yielded a profit of
about £3,900.
Since we started in 2003, we have raised a total of £40,000 for use in
projects in Bonou, chiefly the rebuilding of the health centre in Bonou,
the building and establishment of the girls' training centre there and the
distribution of primary school books. This total includes about £11,000
raised in this calendar year to date.
In addition to the above, we are grateful to supporters of Kennington
Overseas Aid, who during 2007 raised funds for the library to be built at
Dangbo Lycee and to provide primary text books: this year they have
received, including tax reclaimed, a total of £21,605.
A summary of the main figures from our accounts since our inception in
2003 is given below. We started on 22nd March 2003, and were granted
formal charitable status on 13th July 2004.

Donations received
Tax refund
Administrative
expenses
(chiefly our brochure)
Profits
from
fund-raising
activities
Funds available for charitable
purposes

22.3.03- 13.7.0412.7.04
5.4.05
£
£
4,564
4,715
786
(101)

Y/e
5.4.06
£
3,939
820

(538)

Y/e
5.4.07
£
5,914
1,152
(889)

0

1,788

(322)
6,356

4,463

6,751

10,793

6,121
12,298
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Transfers
to
Benin
for
development work
Increase/(decrease) in funds

4,271
192

2,900
3,851

10,910
(117)

14,208
(1,910)

Funds bought forward
Increase/(decrease)
Funds carried forward

0
192
192

192
3,851
4,043

4,043
(117)
3,926

3,926
(1,910)
2,016

This summary shows that up to 5th April 2007, we had transferred just
over £32,000 to Benin for development work. Our sister charity based in
Paris, Les Amis de Bonou, has provided approximately £7,000 for
development work. The total of £39,000 was converted into the local
currency, West African francs or cfa. 1,000 cfa are worth just over £1,
and the £39,000 provided corresponds to approximately 37,000,000 cfa.
This 37,000,000 has been spent on projects in Bonou as follows:
CFA
Heath Centre and Maternity Block
8,700,000
Training Centre for young girls
21,400,000
Equipping Training Centre and first term’s running costs
1,200,000
School books
2,200,000
School roof repair
200,000
Football kit for local school
500,000
Management training for Training Centre staff
200,000
Money held in Benin at 05.04.07
2,600,000
37,000,000
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School Links
By Patsy Townsend
January 2007 saw the beginning of our approach to the Marlborough
School in Woodstock, to explore with them the feasibility and interest in
developing an active school link with Dangbo Lycée. We hoped and
anticipated this would compliment our fund-raising activity focussed this
year – through Kennington Overseas Aid – on building a new library for
the Lycée. We are developing the link with the aim of enriching and
enhancing the curriculum of both schools with global themes, raising
cultural awareness, sharing sporting interests and providing professional
development opportunities for staff.
Ahead of Laurence’s visit to Benin in June Patsy visited to give a short
presentation to Veronique’s French students (partly in French!) on the
work of FOB. As a result 40 students wrote short letters in French
describing themselves and a little about their lives – to be sent to Dangbo
with some publications from the school and small gifts. These were
gratefully received by the lycée during Laurence’s visit – when she also
met the teacher who will lead the link from their end – Sandrine Dénondé.
Correspondence then begun – via email - between Sandrine and Veronique
although the frailties of the Benin infra-structure don’t assist the
process of communication!!
On 7th September during his short visit to England, Dominique visited the
Marlborough with Patsy and Laurence, met Veronique and very much
enjoyed a tour of the school with 2 students. He was impressed with the
facilities at what he found hard to believe was a state rather than a fee –
paying school.
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On 3rd October Patsy and Laurence visited the Marlborough to run a
session for students on Benin and our work; this was to an elective group
of 10 students and focussed on the work of FOB but also explored issues
of poverty and development. The session was well received by Anna
Laurence and the students and we logged the date of Dominique’s visit in
December with Anna for a return visit.
A positive spin-off from the link with the Marlborough is interest shown
in our work by the headteacher of one of the Marlborough’s feeder
primary schools, Val Lucas from Wooton-by-Woodstock Primary School.
On the 16th October Patsy visited the school to talk at assembly about
FOB work and life in Benin – during Africa Week! The school had
collected £112.54 during their Harvest Festival – sale of goods, church
service etc – and decided to donate it to us following an initial visit by
Patsy last term. The children and staff were particularly interested in us
using the money for primary books – and if at all possible to develop a
simple link with a primary school in Benin. We will explore this during our
next visit to Benin in January 2008.
Comment
This year has seen the beginning of the development of schools links
between Bonou and Dangbo and the Marlborough School Partnership in
Woodstock – including some interest from one of the Marlborough feeder
primary schools. The foundations have been laid for further
developments but there needs to be more significant two-way traffic of
sharing and joint curriculum work for the link to flourish. Communication
will always be an issue – not only the language but also the unreliability of
electronic post and snail mail!! The initial response from Dangbo Lycée to
the student letters from the Marlborough students has been delayed and
hampered by a strike of teachers in Benin which postponed the start of
the term in Dangbo.
2008 should see our initial work built upon, the opening of the Dangbo
Lycee library (which should give the whole relationship between schools a
big boost), and hopefully some moves towards a primary link with Wootonby-Woodstock. This combined with a potential youth cultural link
between the Pegasus Theatre and a Beninois Dance Group, should serve to
enhance and enrich the ties between FOB and our Benin partners –
particularly the young people.
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Market selling
by Barbara Coyne
I am writing as the frost is crisp on the grass and the sky is that
wonderful colour of a winter’s morning promising to get up into a beautiful
day… And I am reminded that even on the chilliest and frostiest of days,
being a Friends of Bonou Market Stall Holder means having a uniquely
worthwhile way of spending a Saturday or Sunday morning every few
weekends!
The idea was discussed at a FOB meeting in spring 2006 and with the help
of the Thames Valley Farmers’ Market Co-operative we were put in touch
with several Market organizers. The result is that Friends of Bonou have
established a regular stall at the Chipping Norton Farmer’s Market (the
3rd Saturday of every month) and a stall at the Wolvercote Organic
Market on any Sunday morning of our choosing.

Arriving at Chippy (as we now fondly call it!) by 8.00 am usually guarantees
us a decent parking spot for off-loading our banner, display boards, boxes
of beaded necklaces and baskets of cotton products. Set-up takes 20
minutes or so (we are getting pretty adept at this!) and usually one of us
will then head off for the first coffee of the morning….
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It has been and continues to be a real pleasure to meet the numerous
visitors to the markets who stop and chat with us about Bonou and our
projects there. People are drawn to our stall by Laurence’s colourful
beads and our bilingual banner but while choosing and purchasing items
they share their own African experiences, ask thoughtful questions and
never leave without wishing Bonou and Friends of Bonou well. Interest in
our unique charity remains consistent and because we have such a
wonderful variety of items to sell, we usually have steady trade. We are
even beginning to have return customers who bring their friends!
In addition to the Chipping Norton and Wolvercote Markets, FOB has also
held stalls at various private events and numerous other fairs and events
during the year. Some of these were The Oxford Green Fair at the Town
Hall and street fairs like The Jericho Street Fair and the Cowley Street
Festival. We have also attended The Big Green Fair in Gloucester Green
before Christmas.
The income generated by the various markets and fairs has been
significant enough that FOB will continue to pursue market selling in
Oxfordshire in the coming year. It is not a reliable regular source of
income however, since attendance at markets can be as unpredictable
as…. well…. the weather and the poor show we did in July (usually one of
our best months) because of the floods, is a painful reminder! Let’s hope
that, in the run up to Christmas, we have beautiful days and the support
of many new friends!
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The story of African “Trade Beads”
By Laurence Lalanne
The beads that I use to make the necklaces we then consequently sell in
markets (as you just read in Barbara’s piece), are modern imitations of
the old “trade beads” that arrived by millions on the shores of West
Africa for centuries. I buy them in the market in Cotonou, with the help
of Dominique’s wife, Laure, and bring them back in my luggage...

From the 16th throughout to the 19th century, European glassmakers
mass-produced huge quantities of beads as during this whole period, most
explorers, traders and missionaries carried glass beads with them as
gifts or objects of barter. The Europeans knew that in Africa beads were
extremely sought after as they have always been an integral part of all
African societies: adornment with beads was, and still is, an expression of
cultural values in a symbolic language that expressed rank, religion,
politics and artistic aptitudes.
A lively bead trade existed therefore already in most regions of Africa
and European traders were able to identify local tastes and to respond
with appropriate variety. The beads made in Europe were then
transported to West Africa by the traders in their sailing ships, to be
used as currency to purchase gold, ivory, palm oil and … SLAVES. So the
term "Trade Beads" typically applies to beads made predominately in
Venice and Bohemia and other European countries from the late 1400s
through to the early 1900s and traded in Africa and the Americas.
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The heyday of this "trade" period was from the mid 1800s through the
early 1900s when literally millions of these beads were produced and
traded in Africa. The Venetians dominated this market and produced the
majority of the beads sold during this time, especially the “Millefiori”
beads and the “Chevron” beads which are still highly valued in present
day West Africa, where they continue to be worn for prestige and
ceremonial purposes.

The popularity of these beads was revived in the North in the late 1960s
when they began to be exported from Africa into the United States and
Europe and the term "Trade Beads" is still used for the modern beads
made today. Besides the old names of “Millefiori” and “Chevron” which
remains, trade beads are also named by their origins like “Akoso” beads
which are held in the highest esteem and usually only worn for
celebrations and funerals and occasionally buried with the dead. For
example, the Krobo People of Ghana continues nowadays to make new
powder glass beads in the style of the old powder glass "Akoso" beads.

It is particularly fitting for us to sell these beads to finance our projects
in Bonou and Dangbo as it mirrors in a way, but in a good and positive way
this time, the sinister Triangular Trade of yesteryears: The beads
exported to Africa for barter (where the indigenous population got a very
raw deal indeed) are now returning to Europe, not in ships but in a plane
and the money obtained through our efforts and our work goes back again
to Africa for education and health of African villagers, something which
was not exactly in the mind of traders and explorers of past centuries.

